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Why Does Velocity Matter?
DANIEL L. THORNTON
THE significant decline in the income velocity of
money during 1982 and in the first quarter of 1983 has
engendered confusion and controversy.’ Amid this
controversy, little attention has been paid to the more
fundamental role velocity plays in macroeconomics
and, hence, about its potential and actual importance
in the conduct of monetary policy. This article sets
forth the concept of income velocity and illustrates the
potential effects of a change in velocity for monetary
policy.
INCOME VELOCITY: A BRIEF
OVERVIEW
Irving Fisher’s famous “equation of exchange” pri-
marily was responsible for the prominent role of in-
come velocity in macroeconomic analysis.2 In its most
rudimentary form, the equation of exchange can he
written as the identity given by equation 1 in table 1.
Here, M and Y denote the nominal money stock (how-
ever defined) and nominal GNP. respectively, and V
represents income velocity, the average number of
thnes each unit of nominal money is used to support
nominal GNP. Nominal GNP, in turn, can he repre-
sented by the average level of prices, P, timcs real
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The decline in velocity- was a persistent concern of the Federal
Open Market Conmiittee (FOMC) in the conduct of monetary
policy during 1982 and contributed to theCommittee’s decision to
suspend the use ofMl as an intermediate policy target in October
1982. Sec Daniel L. Thornton, “The FOMC in 1982: Deemphasiz-
ing Ml,” this Review (june/July 1983), pp. 26—35.
‘living Fisher (assisted by harry C, Brown): The Pnhlishing Power
ofMoney: Its Detennination and Relation to Credit. Interest and
Crises (MacMillan. 1911).
GNP, X. In this form, the equation of exchange is an
accountingidentity equating the nominal money stock
multiplied by the numberoftimeseach unit turns over
to nominaloutput, that is, V = Y/M. In this form, tile
equation is of little practical use since there is one
equation and four unknownquantities, M, V, P andX.
Making the Equation ofExchange Useful
Fisher argued, however, that the level ofvelocity is
determined by a number of social and economic
factors.3lie argued further that these factors tendto be
relatively stable so that velocity could he treated as a
constant, V.4 Under this assumption, equation I ceases
to be an identity and becomes Fisher’s useful equation
ofexchange (equation 2, table 1).°If V is constant and
Mi scontrolled exogenously by the monetary author-
ity, nominal GNP can he determined — indeed, con-
3
Monevwas viewed primarily asa medium ofexchange necessitated
by thelack ofsynchronization between the saleofone good and the
purchase of another, Thus, the proportion of income held (on
average) in the form ofmoneybalances “as determined by institu-
tional factors that determined the pattern of payments and re-
ceipts. A discussion ofthis can he found in most macroeconomics
textbooks,
4
Actually. the classical economists never considered Vt obe a
constant in the sense of unchangeable. Indeed, they recognized
the effects ofinterest rates and price expectations on velocity; how-
ever, they generallybelieved that suchfactors would he relatively
unimportant over the long mn. For a good discussion of these
issues, see Laurence Harris, Monetary Theory (McGraw—Hill,
1981), chapter 6.
‘Although theystem from different theoretical approaches, Fisher’s
equation ofexchange is similar to the “Cambridge cash balance
equation of Marshall and Pigou. See Alfred Marshall, Money,
Credit and Commerce (MacMillan, 1923)-and A, C, Pigou, “The
Value of Money,” Quarterly Journal of Economics (November
1917), pp. 38—65,
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The Quantity Theory ofMoney
If real output is determined independently of the
stock of nominal money in the long run, selecting the
money stock is tantamount to determining the price
level. This is essentially the position of the classical
economists, whoargued that the amount ofrealoutput
is determined by the “real” side of the market (e.g.,
factors of production, technology and relative prices).
In the most elementary form ofthe equation, output is
fixed at the full-employment level, X. With this added
assumption, Fisher’s equation of exchange becomes
theso-called crude quantity theory ofmoney, given by
equation 3oftable 1. With V and Xconstant, there is a
direct, proportional link between money and theprice
Table 2
Growth Rates of Real Output and
Velocity: Il/i 954—IV/i981
~ounlry Mi PVX
United States 4 5% 4 5’~ 3,4% 3,4%
Germany 7.9 44 05 3,7
Japan’ 15,3 56 05 62
United Kingdom~ 88 103 40 2 I
Canada 69 52 34 4,6
~Data covers period 111960- IV 1981
‘Data covers period 111957 -IV 1981
3Data covers period III 1963—IV 1981
This versionof the quantitytheory, while appealing
because ofits simplicity, is oflimited use because real
output is not constant at the full-employment level;
instead it varies over business cycles.
Thus, amore sophisticated quantity theory ofmoney
is a long-run (secular) theory of the relationship be-
tween money and prices. Under this more general
theory, changes in the money stock may result in
changes in real output or prices (or both) in the short
run, but result primarily in price level changes in the
long run (i.e., over business cycles).0 Within this ex-
panded framework, the quantity theory conclusion of
the close correspondence of money growth and price
level movements holds in the long run.
%~el~~.)city Is Aot a .Numencal Constant
Frequently, velocity is treated erroneously as a
numerical constant; however, this restriction is both
unnecessary and incorrect. Equation 1 can be written
in the useful growth rate form as equation 4 oftable 1.
The dots over the variables denote compounded
annual growth rates. Velocity need not be constant for
Table 1
Various Forms of the Equation of
Exchange
ci) MV PX
(2) MV - V
(3) MV PX -
(4) M’-V- V P-X
(5) P’ M-(V )
trolled — through monetary policy.6 Thatis, forany V,
the monetary authority can obtain any Y it desires
simply by setting Ma tthe appropriate level. If a pri-
mary goal of policy is to stabilize nominal income level: ifthe money stock doubles, the price level will
growth, a constant velocity would give the monetary double.
authority the means to achieve this goal by controlling
money growth.7 Of course, it is impossible from this
relationship to determine the separate effects of
changes in M on realoutput and prices.
6
Money is assnmed to be largely exogenous. Both classical and
neoclassicalwriters acknowledged the feedbackofprices to money.
Modern writers like Friedman and Schwartz consider money to be
“for all practical pnrposes” exogenous in the sense that it can be
controlled by the monetary authority. See Milton Friedman and
Anna3. Schwartz. Monetary Statistics oftheUnitedStates (Nation-
al Bureau ofEconomic Research, 1970), p. 124,
7
The goals ofeconomic policy as set forth in the Full-Employment
Act of 1946 are (1) full employment, (2) price level stability, (3)
equilibrium in the balance of payments and (4) a high rate of
economic growth. The first two of these are reiterated in the
Humphrey-Hawkins Act, Since Y = P~ X, the first two ohjeetives
amount to stahilizing nominal GNP,
5
This is the “neutrality of money,” Also, there was the closely
related ‘classical dichotomy” between money and output. For a
discussion ofthese points, see Harris, Monetary Theory, chapters
4 and 6; and Don Patinkin, Money, Interest and Prices(Harper and
Row, 1965), chapter 8,
°Furthermore, hill employment does not necessarily mean Zen)
unemployment, hut is merely a level consistent with stahle prices
giventhestructural characteristics ofthelaborandontput markets,
including market imperfections. See Milton Friedman, “The Role
of Monetary Policy,” American Economic Review (March 1968),
pp. 1—17, for his concept ofthe natural rate of unemployment.
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Cha,i I
Rate of Price Change minus Rate of Money Growth Li
nominal GNP to be controlled through monetarypoli-
cy; all that is required is that its growth rate be rela-
tively stable. Equation 4 canbe rewritten as equation 5
to show that the rate of increase in prices (inflation) is
related to money growth. Thus, in the long run, the
relativegrowth rates between money andprices reflect
the relative difference between the growth rates of
velocity and real output. The slowervelocity growth is
relative to real output growth, thefaster the growthin
nominal money canbe consistent with stable prices or
a low rate of inflation,
If~and k are approximately equalon average, then
the rate of inflation xvill equal approximately the
growth rate of money. Basically, this situation has ex-
isted in the United States for roughly the past three
decades, The average quarter-to-quarter compounded
annual rates of growth ofMl velocity and realoutput
from 11/1954 to IV/1981 were both 3,4 percent. As a
result ofthe equality between Vand X, Ml and P were
equal over this period. Both the implicit pricedeflators
for GNP and Ml increased at an average compounded
annual rateof4.5 percent over this same period. In the
short run, however, k and ‘7 deviate from each other;
thus, so do Ml and P. This is illustrated in chart 1,
which shows the difference between P and Ml for the
period.
This long-run, near-equality between P and f~l1,
however, does not hold for all countries. This is shown
in table 2, which shows the average growth ofV, X, P
andMl forfive countries, includingthe United States.
VELOCITY AND MONETARY POLICY
Ifone goal ofmonetary policy is to stabilize nominal
GNP growth, policymakers must incorporate velocity
considerations into their decisions. There are, how-
ever, a variety of ways in which velocity can change.
These complicate the analysis of velocity movements
for policy decisions.
Penreanent Vs. Temporary Changes
If a change in velocity is known and is permanent,
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change in money to offset the effects of a velocity
change on
If a change is temporary, however, policymakers
may decide not to respond to the change because their
response may increase rather than reduce the instabil-
ity of nominal income. For example, suppose that
policymakers observe a decline in velocity that they
anticipate will reverse itself in the course of a quarter
or two. Ifpolicymakers want to neutralize the effect of
this temporary change on nominal income, they will
increase the rate of money growth to keep nominal
income growth on course, then reduce money growth
later when the velocity change reverses,
Because policymakers are generally uncertain about
the timing amid extent of such a shift, they may be too
aggressive for too long, producing larger swings in
nominal income growth than would have occurred
otherwise, Such instability need not result inevitably
from policy responses to temporary changes in veloc-
ity; nevertheless, the danger is there. Thus, if policy-
makers suspect that thevelocity change they observe is
temporary, they may choose to ignore it.5’
tm0
This statement and much ofthediscussion that follows assumes a
long—run neutrality ofmoney; that is, changes in the growth rateof
money have no lasting effect on the growthrate ofreal output. If
money isnot neutral in the longron, both the policy prescriptions
and the efl’eets ofa Etilure to respond to velocity chaisges would
differ accordingly.
For example, at its meeting ofNovemher 16, 1982, the Federal
Open Market Committee anticipated that NIl might growdue to a
Level Vs. Growth Rate Shifts
Policymakers also must distinguish between
changes in the levels of velocity and changes in its
growth rate; the policy responsewill he different in the
two cases. To illustrate this, •consül~’the cases de-
picted in figure 1.12 In both, V1 and V2 represent the
growth rate ofvelocity before amid after the hypotheti-
cal change at time to.
In the ease of a permanent decline in the level of
velocity that leaves the growth rates unaffected (V5
=
V2), a policy response that accelerated the growth of
money temporarily until the higher desired level is
obtained and then returned money growth to its previ-
ous rate would produce an unvarying rateofgrowth in
GNP. ln the second case (V2
< V1), a compensatory
and permanent increase in the growthrate ofmoney at
time to is necessary to maintain the growth rate of
GNP.
If policymakers failed to respond to the velocity
changes depicted in figure 1, the consequences xvould
temporal’s’ buildup of balances in NIl components ibm eventual
placementinthe ne’v money market rleposit accounts (NI NI DAs),
which would become effective on December 14, 1982. Thus, the
Committee anticipated a short—run decline in velocity resulting
fronm this potential buildup. See “Record ofPolicy Actions ofthe
FON’IC,” Federal Reserve Bulletin (January 1983), p. 19.
12
A ratio scale for the natural log ofvelocityis presented in figure 1
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Charm 2
Rate of Velocity Change and its Average
be different in the two cases.. In the first (level-shift)
case, therewould he a temporary reduction inthe rate
ofchange ofprices or real output, or both. In the long
run, however, velocity would return to its former
growth rate and, hence, sowould the growth of nomi-
nal output. In the second case, the growth rate of
prices would be lowered pennanently; in addition, the
growth rate ofrealoutput may he lowered temporarily
if the monetary authority failed to adjust the growth
rate of money in response to a permanent decline in
velocity growth.
THE VARIABIL1TY OF VELOCITY
The timing of the policy response to the velocity
change, ofcourse, is very important. Unfortunately, it
is difficult to determine whether there has been a
significant change in velocity, let alone to foresee such
a change. Furthermore, it is difficult to differentiate
between level and growth rate shifts., and to
difl’erentiate between temporary and permanent
changes.
In order to see why this might be the case, consider
the historical movements in the growth rate of Ml
velocity presented in chart 2. TIns chart shows the
quarter-to-quarter growth rate of Ml velocity, a hori-
zontal line showing the average growth rate of Ml
velocity for the period lI/l954—lV/1981, and dashed
lines representing phis or mintis two standard devia-
tions of the quarter-to-quarter growth rate of velocity
from its mean over this period. 0
It is obvious that the quarter-to-quarter growth rate
of velocity is highly variable. Nevertheless, it falls
outside the range ofplus or minus two standard devia-
tions in four of the 111 quarters from 11/1954—IV/1981.
More recently, there havebeen three occasions during
the last six quarters when the growth rate of velocity
has fallen outside ofthis range. Apriori, it is difficult to
determine whether these apparent slufts are simply
temporary movements in the growth rate associated
with a permanent change in the level of velocity, a
permanent change in the growth rate, or a temporary
change in the growth rate associated with a temporary
change in the level. Indeed, it is difficult to know
“If V is normally distributed, thenapproximnatel~95 percent ofits
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whether these changes represent a significant change
in velocity. It could be that other factors that affect
velocity may have caused it to change. Thus, in order
to determine whether a policy response is called for, it
is necessary to examine the factors that determine
velocity.
FACTORS ThAT AFFEC:T ‘VELOCITY
There are anumber offactors that cancause velocity
tochange. 14Since increased velocity is simplythe ratio
of nominal GNP to the stock ofmoney, any factor that
causes thestock ofmoney tochangerelative to nominal
output, or vice versa, canproduce achange in the level
ofvelocity. Likewise, anyfactor that causes the growth
rate of money to change relative to the growth rate of
nominal GNP, or vice versa, willcause the growth rate
of velocity to change. Furthermore, since the growth
rate of velocity is defined as the percentage change in
the levelofvelocity per unit of time, factors that affect
the level of velocity affect the growth rate ifthey like-
wise change through time. Thus, thefollowing discus-
sion will be carried out in terms of the level ofvelocity,
unless otherwise stated.
Many of the factors that affect velocity can he ana-
lyzed easily by recognizing that velocity changes
wheneverpeople alter their holdings ofmoney relative
to their income. Factors that cause people to hold less
mnoney relative to their income increase velocity, while
factors that causepeople to increase their money hold-
ings reduce it. For example, iftwohouseholds have the
same income amid monthly expenditure patterns but
one receives its income once a month while the other
receives it twice a month, the latter, all other things
constant, willhold less money on average than the one
that receives income once a month. Thus, changes in
the pattern of receipts and expenditures can produce
changes in society’s holdings of money relative to in-
come.
Economizing on Money I3aiances
Other factors that cause individuals to economizeon
their holdings of money relative to income increase
velocity. For example, the increased use oferedit cards
could reduce imidividtmals’ desires to hold money hal—
‘‘For discussions of some of these, see John A. Tatomn, “Was the
1982 Velocity Decline Unusual?” this Review (August/Septemnher
1983), pp. 5—15: and William 1’. Gavin, “Velocity and Monetary
Targets.’’ Eeor,on,ie Commentary, Federal Reserve Bank of
Cleveland (June 6. 1983).
ances and, thus, increase velocity. In particular, these
and other linesofcredit maylessen individuals’ desires
to hold money as a contingency against uncertainty.’5
Two of the most commonly cited factors that can
cause changes in velocity are changes in real interest
ratesand expectations ofinflation. Increases in the real
interest rate tend to cause individuals to hold less
money relative totheir real income. The same general-
ly will be true of an increase in the expected rate of
inflation. Higher expected inflation will cause indi-
viduals to econonuze on their money holdings, raising
velocity.
Financial Innovations
Financial innovations also can produce velocity
changes. In general, innovations that reduce the imnpli-
cit or explicit cost, or both, of transferring funds from
non-transaction totransaction forms (perhapsby giving
transactioncharacteristics toassets not included in Ml)
tend to increase the velocity ofMl. Therefore, innova-
tions such as money market deposit accounts and
money market mutual funds would increase theveloc-
ity of Ml to the extent that they lower these costs.
In contrast, innovations that lower the cost ofhold-
ing Ml relative to non-Ml assets tend to reduce the
velocity of Ml. This could be the case with automatic
transfer of savings, negotiable order of withdrawal
(NOW), and Super-NOW accounts. “ Such innova-
tions, however, may produce a temporary decline in
velocity that lasts only until individuals realign their
portfolios.
Cyclical. Factors
Finally, there area number offactors that can cause
velocity to change with cyclical movements in real
income (see appendix). They suggest that velocity
tends to rise during periods of rising real income and
fall during periods of declining real income.
Furthermore, there is considerable evidence that a
change in money growthaffects nominal income with a
“For a more detailed discussion, see Nlaek Ott, “Money, Credit
and Velocity,” this Review (May 1982), pp. 21—34. To date, how-




John A. Tatom, “Reeemit Financial Innovations: Have They Dis-
torted the Meaning of Nil?’’ this Review (April 1982), pp. 23—35;
and John A. Tatomn, “Ntoney Market Deposit Accounts, Super-
NOWs and Nionetam’y Policy,’’ this Review (March 1983), pp.
.5-16,
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lag that is distributed over several quarters. Thus, an
acceleration in money growth will produce a tempo-
rary decline in velocity as nominaloutput temporarily
grows at a slower rate than does money. Thus, a de-
cline in velocity associated with a recession can be
exacerbated ifthe monetary authority expands money
rapidly in order to stimulate a sluggish economy.
Permanent. Vs. Tempura.ry Eftects
While all the factors mentioned above can affect
velocity, they need not produce a lasting effect on its
level oron its growthrate. For example, it is commonly
recognized that, in a noninflationary environment, in-
terest rates tend to be procyclical — rising during the
expansion phase of the business cycle and declining
during the contraction phase. Although the level of
velocity and its growth rate can he affected by move-
ments in interest rates, neither need change perma-
nently; they, like such cyclical movements in interest
rates, simply will average out over the course of a
business cycle.
Also, financial innovations can have a permanent
effect on the level of velocity hut, perhaps, only a
temporary effecton its growth rate. An innovation that
lowers the cost ofholding Ml relative tonon-M 1 assets
induces a shift out of non-Nil into Ml assets, per-
manently lowering Ml velocity but reducing the
growth rate only teniporarily. Once the portfolios are
realigned, the growth rate of velocity simply may re-
sume its previous path.’ Nevertheless, financial in-
novations can affect the extent to which velocity re-
sponds to changes in some of the other factors
mentioned above.‘~‘
ate these claims. Instead, the purpose here is to show
that even when these factors are accounted for, it is
difficult to forecast short-run changes in velocity.
To illustrate this point, the in-sample standard de-
viation of a model of velocity growth which recently
appeared in this Review will be used as an estimate of
the true one-quarter-ahead forecast error. The in-
sample standard deviation is used to be conservative,
and this model was selected because it incorporates
many of the factors discussed above and because it
performs well in forecasting velocity growth.2°The
in-sample standard deviation is about 2.0 percentage
points. Thus, after accounting for factors that signifi-
cantly influence velocity growth, the approximate 95
percent confidence interval for the forecast of velocity
growth, V1, will be V1
±2(2.0) or V1
±4,21 This implies
a fairly large margin for error. For example, if the
forecast for velocity growth is 5 percent, then, loosely
interpreted, actual velocity growth can be expected to
he between 1 and 9percent with lugh probability. This
sizable margin for error demonstrates that the mone-
tary authority will generally find it difficult to stabilize
nominal output growth in the short run by offsetting
short-run changes in velocity.22
Furthermore, the sizable error makes it difficult to
determine whether a significant change in velocity has
taken place. It takes a fairly large change in velocity
growth to he significant enough to he considered un-
usual. Ofcourse, the problems of discriminating be-
tween permanent and temporary shifts and between
level and growth rate changes remain.
Forecatting Velocity Changes
Indeed, several economists have suggested recently
that the seemingly unusual changes in velocity shown
in chart 2 can be accounted for by cyclical movements
in velocity and by changes in the inflation rate and
interest rates. 19This section does not attempt toevalu-
‘
T
For example, ifindividuals held expectations of inflation over a
longperiod oftime because of, say,excessive moneygrowth, they
might attempt to realign their portfolios continually in order to
economize on moneyholdings and, as a result, thegrowth rate of
velocity would he positive over this period.
mrbe availability of more and better substitutes for a commodity
tenrls to increase its own and cross elasticities ofdemand. Thus.
financial innovations affect velocity to the extent that they alter
velocity’s response to the above factors,
‘°Seelatom, “Was the 1982 Velocity Decline Unusual?’’; John P.
Judd, “The Recent Decline in Velocity: Instability of Money
Demand or Inflation?” Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco
EconomicReview (Spring 1983), pp. 12—19; andMilton Friedman,
‘Why a Surge ofInflation is Likely Next Year,’’Wall StreetJour-
nal, September 1, 1983. Though these economists generallyagree
on the factors affecting velocity, they disagree on the relative
importance ofthe factors cited.
Si>The Tatom model hasa smaller root—mnean—squared error than the
best univariate time series model recently reported by Rein and
Veugelers, as well as amodel which explains velocitygrowth with
movements in real interest rates and the expected rateofinflation
alone. See Tatom, ‘Was the 1982 Velocity Decline Unusual?”;
and Scott F. Rein and Paul T. NV, Ni. Vengelers, “Velocity
Growth Predictability: A Time Series Perspective,” this Review
(October 1983), pp. 34—43.
‘
1
That is,approximately 95 percent oftheintervals soconstructed in
one quarter would contain the ~a1ue of velocity in the next, This
simplified interpretation ofthe forecast interval tends to under-
state the margin of forecast error, See Robert S. Pindyck and
Daniel L. Ruhinfeld, Econometric Model.s and Economic Fore-
casts (McGraw-Hill, 1976), chapter 6.
22
This result implies that recent suggestions that the Federal Re-
serve use nominal GNP as an intermediate target areill—advised,
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This article outlines the meaning ofincome velocity
and reviews its important role as the link between
money growth and nominal GNP growth. It demon-
strates the problems that the monetary authority faces
if it attempts to offset short-run (quarter-to-quarter)
changes in velocity groxvth. Indeed, it appears that,
even if a conservative estimate of the one-quarter-
ahead forecast standard deviation is used!, the forecast
errors are large for policy purposes. Thus, while it
might seem desirable for the n,onetary authority to
respond to permanent changes in the level or growth
rate ofvelocity, it isdifficult topredict stichchanges, or
to verify them qmucklv cx post.
Appendix:
Cyclical Factors That Affect Velocity
The purpose of this appendix is to illustrate four
factors that canproduce movements in velocity associ-
ated with cyclical swings in’ GNP,
Measured Vs. Theoretical Velocity
Velocity as it is usually measured maydiffer from its
theoretical counterpart. As a result, not all changes in
measured velocity indicate true changes in velocity. To
illustrate this, consider the common specification of
the demand fUr nominal money,
(A. 1) M° = f (P, jf, r, r’, Y0, Z),
where
P= the current price level
= the expected future price level
r = the current real interest rate
= the expected future real interest rate
Y1, = current nominal permanent income
Z = all other factors that affect money demand.’
It is usuallyassumedthat individuals do not sufTh~r from
a money illusion (i.e., equation A. 1 is homogenous of
degree one in P and Y0) so that equation A. 1 can be
written as
(A.2) Md/P = f(F, r, re. Yp/P, Z)
or
‘See N’Jilton Friedman, “‘rhe Quantity Theory of Money: A Restate-
ment, in Studies in tl,e Quantity Theory ofMoney (University of
Chicago Press, 1956).
(AS) m’~= f(P’ r, re, y
0
, Z),
where mddenotes thedemand forreal money balances
and yp denotes real permanent income. Now assume
that A.3 is homogenous of degrees in real permanent
income so that A.3 can be written as
(A.4) m
4
/(y,~ = f (~C r, r”, Z).
Further assume that s= 1, so that the theoretical mea-
sure of velocity, V’~,is
= YJM = 1/f (pe r, {. Z).
Thus, if velocity is measured as Y/M, changes in mea-
sured velocity can occur that do not reflect changes in
V*. Of course, estimates of Y0 could he used to get a
better estimate ofV*; however, tins problem willcon-
tinue to the extent that there are estimation errors.
Moreover, the most commonly watched measure of
velocity is Y/M.
Economies of-Scale
Another problem arises when s*I .It is somnetimes
argued that the elasticity ofthe demand forreal money
balances with, respect to realpermanent income isless
than one. Ifthis is the case, the percentage change in
real money balances will he less than the percentage
change in real income, An increase in real income will
result in a less than proportionate increase in the hold-
ing of real money amid, hence, an increase in velocity.
Thus, if there are cyclical movements in permanent
income, velocity would rise during the expansion
phase of the cycle and fall during the contraction
phase. This would occur even if permanent income
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were measured precisely. This factor also could
account for a secular rise in velocity as real output
expands. For example, ifreal output is growing at a 4
percent rate and the real income elasticity of the de-
mand for real money is about one-half, then velocity
would grow secularly at about a2percent rate.
Short-Run Adjustments of Money Demand
Another factor that can account for cyclical move-
ments in velocity is the possibility ofshort-run adjust-
nients ofmoney deniand. Achange inon,e ofthe factors
in f (~)alters an individual’s demand for real money
while leaving his actual holdings of real money un-
changed. As a result, the individual must adjust actual
moniey holdings to his new desired holdings. Such an
adjustment is costly, so the adjustment niay progress
(perhaps slowly) over time. Theoretically, the speed at
whuch thisportfolio adjustment takes place depends on
the cost of moving to the new equilibrium relative to
the cost of being out of equilibrium: the higher the
former cost relative to the latter, the slower the speed
ofadjustment.2 If theseadjustment costs are smnall, the
adjustment will be rapid; however, most empirical
estinnates suggest a very slow adjustment.3 In any
event, ifmoney demand does not adjust immediately,
2
See Zvi Griliches, “Distributed Lags: A Sun’ey,” Econometrica
(january 1967), pp. 16—49.
3
For a discussion ofthis problem and someestimatesofthespeed of
adjustment, see Daniel L. Thornton, “Maximum Likelihood Esti-
matesofAPartial Adjustment-Adaptive Expectations Model ofthe
Demand for Nioney,” Review of Economics and Statistics (May
1982), pp. 225—29.
an increase in real income can produce a smaller in-
crease in the demand for money in the short runi arid,
hence, ashort-run increase in velocity. As the demand
formoney adjusts towards the new equilibrium, veloc-
ity will approach the level implied in A.4.
The above analysis restsin adisequilibrium between
actual anddesired monley holdings. If suchdisequilib-
naexist, they also couldbe caused by real-side shocks,
such as natural disasters, oil price shocks and the like.
Lags in the Effect of Money on Nominal
income
Another possibility is a lag effect from money to
income.4That is, changes in the current money stock
produce changes in nominal income with a lag that is
distributed over several quarters. Ifthis is the case, a
change inthe current moniey stockproduces a less than
proportional change in current nonninal income and,
hence, an in,itialdecline in velocity. Thus, periods of
relatively rapid money growth tend to be associated
initially with declining velocity, while periods of rela-
tivelyslow money growth tendto be associated iniitially
with rising velocity. Taking this factor and previously
mentioned factors into consideration, it could be
argued that the decline in velocity during 1982 was
precipitated by the decline in real economic activity
and exacerbated by the rapid growth ofNil beginning
111/1982.
4
1fmoney- were exogenous, then this lagwould only result from a
lagged response ofmoney demand, such as that discussed above.
In this instance, this and the pres’ious factor ~voulrlhe identical,
13